The IMB Entrepreneur Training Award (IMB ETA) recognises and rewards entrepreneurial ability and skills gained through experience, training and practical application during the course of studies at IMB.

**About IMB**
IMB is Australia’s leading multidisciplinary life sciences research institute committed to improving quality of life. Our researchers pursue discoveries in medical genomics, drug discovery and biotechnology.

IMB students undertake research across:

**DIVISIONS:**
- Chemistry and Structural Biology
- Genomics of Development and Disease
- Cell Biology and Molecular Medicine

**CENTRES:**
- IMB Centre for Pain Research
- IMB Centre for Inflammation and Disease Research
- IMB Centre for Rare Diseases Research
- IMB Centre for Superbug Solutions
- UQ Centre for Cardiac & Vascular Biology

**BREAKTHROUGH SCIENCE:**
- Mechanobiology
- Algal Biomedicine
- Biomembrane Engineering

**For:** IMB Postgraduate research students

**Eligibility:**
IMB Entrepreneur Training Awardees must have completed UQ’s Idea Hub plus one of the following:
- the IMB Entrepreneur workshop
- the Uniquest’s UQ Research Commercialisation Workshop
- a Lifesciences QLD event
- an AusBiotech event

**Selection process:**
The IMB Selection Committee will adjudicate in all IMB ETA nominations. All awardees and IMB Group Leaders will be notified promptly, and will be invited to an award ceremony.

**For more information please contact the IMB Postgraduate Office**
- 07 33462133
- postgraduate.imb.uq.edu.au